
FORGIVENESS

PART 1 - What can or cannot be forgiven?

Certain things CANNOT be forgiven.

1. CANNOT (not ever): "Blasphemy of the Spirit" (claiming - and truly believing - that the Holy Spirit's

power is actually from the Devil) - Matthew 12:31-32; Mark 3:28-29; Luke 12:10 (v. 8-10).

2. CANNOT (at least until the person's attitude changes): A persistent attitude of rebellion and sin - Joshua

24:19 (v.19-28).  [But if the attitude changes, then forgiveness can take place.]

Certain things CAN be forgiven.

1. CAN: All sins other than blasphemy of the Spirit (even words spoken against the Son) - Matthew 12:31-

32; Mark 3:28-29; Luke 12:10 (v. 8-10).

2. CAN: Even hidden faults/sins need forgiven - Psalm 19:12 (v. 12-13). [Some translations use the word

"cleanse."]

Things to think about:

C Some people worry about whether or not they have committed the "unforgivable sin." They are fearful that they may have

done this, and as a result, won't be able to be forgiven, no matter how much they may want it. These passages, however, refer

to a situation in which the people (the religious leaders of Jesus' day) had become so hardened against the truth, that they were

totally convinced that the work of the Holy Spirit was actually the work of Satan. These people had become so hard-hearted,

that it was impossible for them to ever want to turn to Christ (who they considered to be "demon-possessed"), in order to be

forgiven. Have you reached the same views that the religious leaders of Jesus' day had? Are you totally convinced that Jesus'

power comes from the devil? If not, then you have not committed the "unforgivable sin."

There is an implied warning, however. We must be willing to let the Scriptures control our perspective on life, and to

let it determine our values and actions. If we fail to do this, we are in danger of being deceived into viewing things

"backwards"... and in danger of becoming guilty of this sin.

C What is meant by "all sins" being forgivable (other than blasphemy of the Spirit)? Have you committed sins that you think are

too great for God to forgive? What do these Scripture passages tell you about your sins? If you have committed sins you have

been unwilling to confess, because you thought they were "too big," you need to do something about them right now.

C How serious are rebellion and sin? Can they be forgiven? In what ways can they be described as "unforgivable"? In what

ways are these sins different from the "unforgivable sin" of blasphemy? What conditions must be met before forgiveness is

possible? How does the attitude of one's heart influence whether or not he will be forgiven?

C What if we don't realize we are sinning - are we still guilty of sin? Do we still need forgiveness? The "hidden faults,"

mentioned in Psalm 19:12, refer to unintentional sins, which we commit without realizing it. They are contrasted with "willful

sins," mentioned in verse 13. Do you consider "hidden sins" (sins you don't realize you commit) to be unimportant? What

does this passage tell us about the seriousness of such sins? When we discover we have committed such a sin, what must we

do?
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FORGIVENESS

PART 2 - God / Jesus and forgiveness

The source of our forgiveness (for sins we committed against God)

1. God is the source of our forgiveness. 

a. He pardons sin and forgives transgression - Micah 7:18 (v. 14-20).

b. This is why we should fear him - Psalm 130:4 (v. 3-4).

c. God's forgiveness is in/through Jesus Christ - Ephesians 4:32.

2. Jesus' "blood of the covenant." 

a. His blood makes forgiveness possible - Matthew 26:28 (v. 26-28).

b. Note that the shedding of blood is necessary for forgiveness - Hebrews 9:22. (This is the reason

for many of the Old Testament sacrifices.)

The basis for our forgiveness of others (for sins they committed against us)

1. A command: Forgive the same way God forgave you.

a. "Forgive as the Lord forgave you" - Colossians 3:13 (v. 12-14).

b. "Forgive each other, just as in Christ God forgave you" - Ephesians 4:32 (4:31-5:2 and the

surrounding verses).

2. An example: The way Jesus forgave those who killed him.

a. "Forgive them because they do not know what they are doing" - Luke 23:34. 

b. Note: This verse shows Jesus' attitude, his willingness to forgive. However, the people

themselves would not experience the forgiveness he desired them to have, unless they repented

of their sins. See "Forgiveness, Part 3" (things associated with forgiveness).

Things to think about:

C According to the book of Micah, how sinful was the nation of Israel? Did they deserve forgiveness? What does the passage in

Micah tell us about God's character? How can this be a source of encouragement to us (as people who need to be forgiven)?

How can this be an example for us to follow (as people who need to forgive others)?

C What is your reaction to the association of "forgiveness" with "fear of God"? We tend to associate the word "fear" with

concepts such as anger and judgment. But in this context, "fear of God" involves an attitude of wholehearted respect and

honor. (The opposite - lack of fear - would be associated with attitudes such as contempt and disrespect for God.) 

Your sin caused Jesus to die. Considering the seriousness of your sin and the judgment you deserve, how should God's

willingness to forgive you influence your attitude toward him? (According to the Micah passage, even God's enemies, when

they see his wonders, will turn to him "in fear" - verse 17. But they will do it with shame for what they have done.)



C When Jesus mentioned the "blood of the covenant," what was he referring to? How serious is our sin? Why was it necessary

for his blood to be shed? If we reject his blood, what must happen? Every time you take part in a communion service, let it be

a reminder of what Jesus' blood did for you. (You may want to read the book of Hebrews, regarding the need for blood.)

In the Old Testament, some (not all) of the sacrifices required blood. (You can read about some of them in the first part of

Leviticus.) Two of the purposes for these sacrifices were: 

1) a temporary "covering" for sin, until Jesus came. 

2) a means for teaching us about the significance of what Jesus did on the cross. 

C In what ways did the Lord forgive us? How important is it for us to follow his example? In the Colossians and Ephesians

passages, what other "Christian character traits" are associated with forgiveness? (Some "non-Christian character traits" are

also mentioned in the Ephesians passage. These are incompatible with forgiveness.) What principles can we learn from Jesus'

example of forgiveness on the cross, which would help us as we respond to the wrongs others do to us?

C Jesus tells us that we must love our enemies (Matthew 5:43-48). In what ways do the examples in this section illustrate how

we should do this? One thing to consider is this: When Jesus died, we were his enemies (Romans 5:10). When he forgave us,

he did for us (his enemies) the same thing that he commands us to do for others (our enemies).
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FORGIVENESS

PART 3 - Forgiveness is associated with...

Our emphasis in this section is on human activity (actions or attitudes) that are associated with God's

forgiveness. As you reflect on these passages, ask yourself the question: Can we be forgiven, if we are unwilling

to have these attitudes and actions in our lives?

Forgiveness of people as INDIVIDUALS 

1. Repentance - changing the way we think and act - Mark 1:4; Luke 3:3

2. Conversion - turning from darkness to light and from Satan to God - Acts 26:18 (v. 15-18)

3. Confession of sin - 1 John 1:9 (v. 8-10) [This verse focuses on our confession of sins we have committed

against God (though in many respects, all sin is against God).]

4. Trust/faith in Jesus - Acts 10:43 (v. 39-43)

5. Love - Luke 7:47-48 (v. 36-48)

6. A willingness to forgive others - Matthew 6:12, 14-15. [This issue will be examined further in the next

section.]

Forgiveness on the NATIONAL LEVEL 

1. Humility, prayer, seeking God, turning from sin - 2 Chronicles 7:14 (v. 13-14) [There are many

similarities to what people must do on an individual level.] 

Things to think about:

C Examine the above verses. In what ways are these various concepts (attitudes or characteristics) related to forgiveness? How

important are they? Can God's forgiveness be experienced if these other attitudes or characteristics are absent from our lives -

that is, if we are not repentant, not trusting Jesus, etc.?

C There is an interaction between God's sovereignty and our responsibility. The above passages focus on our responsibility.

Other passages in the Bible focus on God's role in salvation. He "calls" us, he "makes us alive," he "builds us up," etc. We

may have difficulty understanding how these passages about God's role in salvation relate to the others which focus on our

own obligations. But in Scripture, these two groups of passages complement each other. Our difficulties in understanding

these issues are due to the following: 

> We are created beings. By nature, our understanding is limited (not infinite).

> We are sinners. Sin has affected every part of us; it has distorted the way we understand things.

God has given us the Scriptures, so that we can grow in our understanding of these issues. But read Psalm 111:10 and

Proverbs 1:7. What attitude is a prerequisite for having wisdom and knowledge? Until this attitude becomes ours, even the

best of our wisdom will be superficial.
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FORGIVENESS

PART 4 - How Important Is It for Us to Forgive Others?

(The Relationship Between God's Forgiveness of Us 

And Our Forgiveness of Others)

The basic fact: What God does for us will parallel what we do for others

1. If you forgive other people, God will forgive you; if you don't, he won't - Matthew 6:14-15.

 

2. Further explanation:

a. The type of forgiveness we receive ("measured out" to us) will be comparable to the forgiveness

we give ("measure out") to others - Luke 6:37 (v. 37-38).

b. Illustrated by the parable of the unmerciful servant - Matthew 18:35 (v.23-35).

Forgiveness and prayer

1. The Lord's prayer affirms this fact: Forgive us... as we also forgive others - Matthew 6:12 (v. 9-13);

Luke 11:4 (v. 2-4). 

2. Don't pray until you have forgiven anyone you may hold something against. Then your Father in heaven

will be able to forgive you - Mark 11:25. 

Some of the "technical details" about our forgiving of others

1. The method: How should we forgive people? 

a. Follow God's / Jesus' example, as seen previously (in Part 2 of this study).

 

2. The frequency: How often should we forgive them? 

a. "77 times" - Matthew 18:21-22 (v. 21-35). (Some interpret this as meaning "70 times 7.") 

b. "7 times a day" - Luke 17:3-4 (v. 1-4). 

c. The intent of these passages is: "Keep on doing it."

 

THINGS TO THINK ABOUT:

C The interaction between God's sovereignty and human responsibility: In Scripture, these two concepts parallel each other.

What God does and what we do cannot be separated. This fact guarantees that our actions toward others will go along with

God's actions toward us.

>   From God's perspective, he saves us for the sake of his own glory and grace, not because of our works or actions. (See

Ephesians 2:1-10.) But when he saves us, he also changes our hearts, which results in changed values and actions

(Philippians 2:13). Because of this, the person who has a changed life will want to learn and do what pleases God! 

 >   From the perspective of what we see and experience, the attitude we have toward others parallels what will happen to us at

the coming Day of Justice, because it indicates the condition of our heart. 



C The two greatest commands we must obey have to do with love for God (Matthew 22:37-38) and love for other people

(Matthew 22:39 - our "neighbor," which includes our enemies, Luke 10:29-37). In what ways does our forgiveness of others

demonstrate obedience to these two commands?

 

C To what extent do you forgive others? (Are there people you are unwilling to forgive? If you claim you have forgiven them,

does your life show it?) What do these verses say about you? Do you need to make changes in your life? (If so, begin these

changes now.)

 

C The "Lord's Prayer," should be a reminder to you about your need to forgive others. Consider whether or not there is anyone

you need to forgive; and if there is, do it. (Also deal with any other sins you may be aware of.) 

Only then will your prayer be accompanied by a clean heart and conscience. And you will be able to have genuine

praise and thanks to God, for what he has done in your life.
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FORGIVENESS

PART 5 - Conclusion

What happens to those who are forgiven?

1. They are the recipients of God's blessings - Psalm 32:1 (v. 1-2).

2. This is reaffirmed in the New Testament - Romans 4:7 (v. 7-8).

Things to think about:

C What are some of the blessings mentioned within the context of the verses given above?

C What are some of the other blessings (mentioned elsewhere in Scripture), which belong to us once we have been forgiven of

our sins? Do these blessings belong to you? If not, what must you do?

C Have you been forgiven?

> If YES, then these verses apply to you.

> If NO, then what do you need to do in order to make them apply? (Do it!)

Thinking deeper:

C There may be instances in which the other person does not respond the way we would like. 

> We may have sinned against someone; but when we ask the person to forgive us, he is unwilling to do so. 

> Or, someone may have sinned against us, and needs to ask forgiveness of us; but for whatever reason, he is

unwilling to do so.

(There are many possible reasons for this. He might not care about dealing with his sin; or he may truly

believe that he did nothing wrong. But in some cases, we may have misinterpreted his actions and

mistakenly think that he sinned, when he really didn't.)

Regardless of what the other person does, what is your obligation?

C We cannot control another person's actions. But we must make sure that our own attitudes and actions are correct. In what

ways can we maintain a godly attitude, when others are unwilling either to forgive, or to ask for forgiveness? How can we

continue to show "love for neighbor" (Matthew 22:39), when they do not show it to us? (Do not forget that people who love

only those who love them back are no different than an unbeliever - Matthew 5:43-48.)
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WHAT ABOUT "FORGIVING ONESELF"?

(Many of the topics learned in previous sections will be applicable here.)

1. Sometimes a person may commit a sin that leaves him so embarrassed or ashamed, that he says he will never be

able to "forgive himself." 

C Have you ever said something like this (and really meant it)? What do the verses in this study teach us

about such sins?

(Some people may think that they have committed the sin of  "blasphemy against the Holy Spirit," and that God

won't forgive them; and so they conclude that they shouldn't forgive themselves. Yet this sin is of such a nature

that the person who commits it will not consider it a sin. This specific sin does not apply, when examining the

issue of "forgiving oneself.")

2. Concerning all other sins (besides "blasphemy against the Holy Spirit," which cannot apply to this situation):

C Can anyone commit a sin that is not fully known by God? How does he (God) respond to such sins? Does

Scripture tell us that we are to follow his example?

C Is there anyone (including ourselves) who God is willing to forgive, yet we shouldn't forgive?

3. When a person has an "unforgiving" attitude toward himself, it is very likely that the real issue is something other

than forgiveness. (What hinders him from forgiving? It is not God!) 

C What attitudes of the heart might be reflected by the unwillingness of a person to forgive himself? Are

these attitudes any different from those that exist when a person is unwilling to forgive others?

Consider this: 

C Is there any relationship between pride and a person's unwillingness to forgive others? to forgive

himself?

C Is there any relationship between humility, and a person's willingness to forgive others? to forgive

himself?

4. Are there any "unforgivable" sins that you have committed in the past, and you are still carrying the guilt, like a

heavy weight tied on your back? Take care of the matter today! Jesus has offered to remove that burden of guilt,

so there is no reason for you to continue hanging onto it. 

C It may be beneficial for you to study Psalm 51. Think about David's response to the sins he committed,

and apply what you learn to your own situation.
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(Use with PART 1)

Forgiveness "Pretest" - What Is Forgiveness All About?

(This page is optional.) Write down your thoughts about forgiveness. After the study is complete, review what you wrote and see if you

would answer anything differently.

The focus of these questions is on your forgiveness of another person. Some of the questions could just as easily be asked about God's

forgiveness of us (though the answers may sometimes be different).

What is forgiveness?

Can a person be forgiven if he is unwilling to turn from his sins?

If we forgive someone, does that mean he doesn't have to pay the consequences of his sins?

Can you be saved, and yet be unwilling to forgive people who sin against you?

Does FORGIVENESS mean...

_____________ 1. You always understand why the person did what he did.

_____________ 2. You have forgotten that the person sinned against you.

_____________ 3. You choose to ignore his sins, or avoid dealing with them.

_____________ 4.You choose to tolerate his sins, because you see other things that are good in his life?

_____________ 5. You let him get away with his sins.

Are there any other comments (or questions) about forgiveness that you would like to write down?



(Use with PART 3)

What do these words mean?    (Match the words with the descriptions.)

________ 1. Repentance

________ 2. Conversion

________ 3. Confession of sin

________ 4. Trust/faith in Jesus

________ 5. Love

________ 6. An attitude of forgiveness

a.  Acknowledging our sins to those we have

sinned against; it implies a willingness to

make amends (restitution), to whatever

extent possible.

b.  A change in our values and conduct.

c.  Accepting as true whatever Jesus says,

and being willing to live by it.

d.  Considering others and their needs to be

more important than our own self, and

allowing this fact to influence our

actions.

e.  Not holding against others the sins they

have committed against us.

f.  A turning around; a change in our

"direction": Abandoning our old way of

life and embracing the way of Christ (the

way of the cross).
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(Use with PART 4)

A "WORKSHEET" FOR SELF EVALUATION:

This "worksheet" is between you and God. It is not intended for you to share it with anyone else. Because of the nature of these

questions, it may be best if you do not write down any of the answers on paper. (Or else destroy the paper afterwards.)

5. Name some of the people who have seriously wronged you. What did they do?

6. How did you respond at the time they wronged you? After answering this, evaluate your response with the following

questions:

(1) Was it the way Jesus would have responded? 

(2) Or was it the way the devil would have responded? (If it was this second type of response, then you have sinned

against them. This is an additional issue that you may need to deal with, though it is not our present focus.)

7. Have you forgiven them? You will need to take into consideration what forgiveness is - which we have looked at in a previous

part of this study. (Remember also that forgiveness doesn't mean a denial of what happened - pretending that the sin didn't

occur, or that their actions didn't hurt.)

Before you go to the next question, you need to deal with any wrong attitude you may have toward them.

8. If you are willing to forgive them, is there anything you are going to have to do? If so, what? There may be things you have to

do or say. Or if you have sinned against them (perhaps a wrong response to what they did), you may have to acknowledge

your sin to them and ask them to forgive you.

(1) In some cases, they might be convinced that they were not wrong. But regardless of their response, make sure

your own attitude and actions are right. Do not be the reason for any barrier between them and you!

(2) There may be times in which no action is possible (other than your own attitude changes), because you have lost

contact with the person or he is dead.

9. After you have made any desired responses, compare: (1) The verses you examined in this study, and (2) Your response to

those who sinned against you.

Evaluate what Scripture says about your response - your forgiveness (or lack of it), as well as anything else that may

be a necessary part of your response. Based on these things, what does God say about his forgiveness of you?
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FORGIVENESS - Additional "Teacher's Notes"

and Comments

[Note: These worksheets are intended to be used with the outline and other handouts about forgiveness.]

INTRODUCTION (Goes with PART 1)

 

"Forgiveness - What Is It?"

The answer for all the YES/NO questions is "NO" - though in some instances the description may be a

part of forgiveness.

It is not necessary to reach the "final" answers to all the questions right now. You may prefer to discuss

the questions and leave them "open-ended," with the intention of looking for the answers during the

series of lessons that follow.

A comment about "forgetting" sins: God, from the perspective of his sovereignty, cannot forget

anything. He is all-knowing. But from the perspective of the way he interacts with us (on the human

level), it is as though our sins never existed. Once forgiven, he will never bring up the issue again.

 

Conditions for forgiveness

For those who have been sinned against: There must be a willingness to forgive, regardless of how the

other person responds. God says we must be willing to forgive!

For those who have committed the sin: Before genuine forgiveness can be received, there must be: (1) a

willingness to acknowledge the sin; (2) a willingness repent of it; and (3) an intention to not repeat the

offense. Yet though these things are required, they do not cause the forgiveness! (Forgiveness must be

freely offered by the one who is forgiving.)

Note that the intention to not repeat an offense is not a guarantee that it will never happen again.

But the person doesn't want it to happen again, and will at least try to not do it again. He won't be

planning to repeat the offense!

Forgiveness doesn't mean a denial of justice. Someone has to pay for the wrongs committed. For

example, Jesus had to pay for the sins committed against God, in order for us to be forgiven.



PART 1

What can/cannot be forgiven?

"Blasphemy of the Spirit" is a frequently misunderstood concept. This is why I have included extended

comments about it.

Hidden sins are serious enough that we need forgiveness for them! We must be ready to repent, any time

we become aware of one.

PART 2 

The examples found in Scripture are given to teach us how to live (or how not to live, if given as a bad

example). They aren't merely "suggestions" that we can ignore, if we desire.

PART 3

Our responsibility vs. God's role in salvation: People tend to "polarize" to extremes, emphasizing the

one and neglecting the other. Both are important; they are like parallel concepts. They are like

boundaries that keep us from wandering off the "straight and narrow," into the realm of half-truths and

error.

(PART 3) Concepts Related to Forgiveness

The "multiple choice" quiz is intended to be a help for learning the various concepts related to

forgiveness. Some of the concepts may be easy to understand, but some tend to be misunderstood by

most people. The answers to the questions:

1b, 2f, 3a, 4c, 5d, 6e

Note that some may be confused about the differences between repentance and conversion. Repentance

focuses on the idea of "changing"; conversion focuses on "turning around."

Stress the fact that these requirements are not optional.



PART 4 & Self-Evaluation Worksheet

The worksheet provides an opportunity for people to focus on application of what was learned in Part 4.

If anything is written down on paper, encourage them to not leave the paper laying around. They may

need to deal with some sin in their lives, but there is no need to advertise it, by leaving the paper where

others can read it!

PART 5

The concept of being BLESSED: Blessedness is a condition of the heart that transcends circumstances.

It is more than mere happiness or pleasant conditions. A look through Scripture will reveal that a

righteous person is blessed, even when life gets rough.

The idea of "forgiving oneself": Sometimes people continue to "live in the past," when God has

offered to give them a new beginning. There is no legitimate reason for a person to dwell on past sins,

and to be unwilling to move past those things, in Christ.
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